
Driver Mutations in Craniopharyngioma
Craniopharyngiomas are epithelial brain tumors. Although they are histologically benign,
craniopharyngiomas remain clinically aggressive due to frequent recurrence, lack of curative
surgical options, and eloquence of surrounding brain structures. Subtypes include
adamantinomatoid (children and adults) and papillary (adults). Brastianos and colleagues
exome-sequenced 15 craniopharyngiomas with targeted genotyping of additional samples.
Mutations in CTNNB1 (11 of 12 adamantinomatous tumors) verified prior studies.
Interestingly, all three papillary craniopharyngiomas had a BRAFV600E mutation. Targeted
sequencing in additional samples validated CTNNB1mutations in 51 of 53 adamantinomatoid
samples, and BRAFV600E was restricted to papillary tumors (34 of 36 patients). Overall,
these findings point to a distinct molecular pathogenesis of craniopharyngioma subtypes
and suggest that testing BRAF inhibitors in papillary tumors would be efficacious. (Image
courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.)

Brastianos PK, Taylor-Weiner A, Manley PE, Jones RT, Dias-Santagata D, Thorner AR, et al. Exome
sequencing identifies BRAF mutations in papillary craniopharyngiomas. Nat Genet 2014;46:161–5.

Ependymoma Reveals Many Paths to Tumorigenesis
The glial brain tumors ependymoma arise throughout the central nervous system. Mack and
colleagues have identified epigenetic alterations unique to aggressive Type A posterior fossa
ependymomas, revealing a robust CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP). Whole-
genome and exome sequencing of 47 tumors demonstrated few recurrent mutations. Instead,
CIMP-positive tumors exhibited epigenetic transcriptional silencing of differentiation
genes through trimethylation of H3K27, with inhibitors of DNA methylation or H3K27
trimethylation blocking progression. Parker and colleagues, in a study of supratentorial
ependymoma, identified oncogenic fusion between RELA, the principal effector of NF-kB
signaling, and the previously uncharacterized C11orf95 gene. Whole-genome and RNA
sequencing of 108 tumors again revealed rare mutations. Nine showed chromothripsis within
chromosome 11q, and eight showed the C11orf95-RELA fusion. Western blotting
confirmed the presence of novel proteins derived from the fusion transcripts, which drove
NF-kB target genes in neural stem cells. Pietsch and colleagues have confirmed high
expression of nuclear RELA in these tumors. (Image from cited article courtesy of Wikimedia
Commons.)
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Mechanisms of Chemotherapy Resistance in Breast Cancer
Patients with triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) who receive neoadjuvant chemotherapy
(NAC) are often left with residual viable tumor and have a poor prognosis. Balko and colleagues
molecularly profiled 111 TNBCs with significant macroscopic residual disease after NAC (85 post
and 26 pre-NAC tumors) using next-generations sequencing to identify therapeutic targets.
Alterations in TP53 were present in the majority of samples, followed by MCL1 and MYC gene
amplifications that conferred an advantage in anchorage-independent growth. The study
identified a higher frequency of potentially targetable alterations in posttreatment TNBCs,
including amplifications in cell cycle genes (CDK4/6 inhibitors), PTEN alterations (PI3K and AKT
inhibitors), and TSC1 truncations and mutations (rapalogs). These data support a role for
molecular profiling of chemotherapy-resistant tumors to inform more rational treatment
strategies with targeted agents. (Image from cited article courtesy of publisher.)

Balko JM, Giltnane JM, Wang K, Schwarz LJ, Young CD, Cook RS, et al. Molecular profiling of the
residual disease of triple-negative breast cancers after neoadjuvant chemotherapy identifies
actionable therapeutic targets. Cancer Discov 2014;4:232–45.

Crossing the Blood–Brain Barrier: Tight but Not Too Tight
Two recent articles report on improved delivery across the blood–brain barrier (BBB) using
antibodies against the transferrin receptor (TfR, TFRC). TfR is expressed on brain endothelial cells
and undergoes receptor-mediated transcytosis, transporting iron-bound transferrin into the brain.
Using a bispecific antibody with one arm targeting TfR, Bien-Ly and colleagues demonstrate that
high-affinity anti-TfR increased degradation of the receptor complex, increased trafficking of the
receptor complex to lysosomes, and reduced murine brain TfR levels. Niewoehner and colleagues
independently optimized a conjugation scheme to deliver biotherapeutics using anti-TfR
antibodies, demonstrating thatmonovalent antibody fragments (sFab) againstTfRwerebetter than
bivalent fragments. Termed the "brain shuttle,"monovalent sFabs targeting theTfRholdpromise to
improve brain delivery. (Image courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.)
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RSF1 Contributes to Ovarian Cancer Chemoresistance
Ovarian cancer is the leading cause of death among gynecologicmalignancies.RSF1, overexpressed
or amplified in ovarian cancer, is associated with poor prognosis. In ovarian cancer patients and
mouse xenograft models, Yang and colleagues confirm that RSF1 expression is inversely correlated
with paclitaxel response. Overexpressing RSF1 in paclitaxel-resistant ovarian cancer cells
upregulated genes regulated by NF-kB. Pretreatment with NF-kB inhibitors or downregulation of
NF-kB–regulated genes enhanced sensitivity to paclitaxel in RSF1-expressing cells. Recruitment of
RSF1 to NF-kB binding elements was shown in two different promoters—PTGS1 and XIAP—by
ChIP. Thus, the authors show that RSF1 may function as a coactivator for NF-kB, thereby
augmenting expression of genes necessary for the development of chemoresistance in ovarian
cancer cells. (Image from cited article courtesy of publisher.)

Yang Y-I, Ahn JH, Lee KT, Shih I-M, Jung-Hye Choi J-H. RSF1 is a positive regulator of NFKappaB-
induced gene expression required for ovarian cancer chemoresistance. Cancer Res; Published
OnlineFirst February 24, 2014; doi:10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-13-2459.

Note: Breaking Advances are written by Cancer Research editors. Readers are encouraged to consult the articles referred to in each item
for full details on the findings described.
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